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The solutions of the Einstein Geld equations, previously used in deriving the self-energy of a point charge,
are shown to be nonsingular in a canonical frame, except at the position of the particle. A distribution of
"dust" of Gnite extension is examined as the model whose limit is the point particle. The standard "proper
rest-mass density" is related to the bare rest-mass density. The lack of singularity of the initial metric g„,
is in contrast to the Schwarzschild type singularity of standard coordinate systems. Our solutions for the
extended source are nonstatic in general, corresponding to the fact that a charged dust is not generally in
equilibrium. However, the solutions become static in the point limit for all values of the bare-source param-
eters. Similarly, the self-stresses vanish fox the point particle. Thus, a classical point electron is stable,
the gravitational interaction cancelling the electrostatic self-force, without the need for any extraneous
"cohesive" forces.
1. INTRODUCTION
'HE simplest physical solutions of the Einstein
6eld equations in the presence of matter are the
well-known Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nor dstrom
metrics. In these spherically symmetric cases, the
the exterior solutions can be obtained without a
detailed description of the mass and charge distributions
which produce the gravitational 6eld. However, the
interior solutions come into play in relating the source
parameters to the observable mass occurring in the
exterior solutions. For example, in obtaining the self-
energy for static point particles (changed or neutral)
one must relate the exterior mass parameter m, to the
bare mass mp and charge e of the particle, as was
discussed in previous work. In this note, we examine
in more detail some properties of the inner spherically
symmetric solutions in their relations to the sources.
In Sec. 2, we shall concentrate on the initial value
problem, which, in the present case, completely de-
termines the spatial part of the metric' (g;;), s in-
dependent of gp„. Our model of the extended particle
will consist of a cloud of "dust" (no pressure terms
present). In the self-energy analysis, the basic parameter
is the bare rest-mass mp. We will relate it to the more
conventional parameter, the "proper rest-mass density"
ppp, usually defined for "dust".' The comparison is
carried out in isotropic coordinates, where g;; is every-
where regular. (It turns out that the Schwarzschild
coordinates are so singular that a relation between ppp
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' R. Arnowitt, S. Deser, and C. W. Misner, Nuovo cimento 15,
487 (1960); Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 3/5 (1960), and preceding
paper [Phys. Rev. 120, 313 (1960)j.The last paper is denoted by
V in text. The present paper is Va.
Our notation is as in earlier work. Latin indices run from 1 to 3,
Greek from 0 to 3, and x'= t. We use units such that 16m' 4= 1=c
where y is the Newtonian constant.
' See, for example, C. Mgller, The Theory of Relativity (Oxford
University Press, New York, 1952).
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and mp cannot be obtained when the particl. e's dimen-
sions become suKciently small. )
In Sec. 3, the rest of the metric (gs„) is computed at
the initial time in the canonical coordinate system'
whose spatial part is isotropic initially. These canonical
coordinate conditions 6x the gp„uniquely. The analysis
is carried out for the simple model of a "shell" distri-
bution of matter and charge of radius e. The gp„are
shown to be regular everywhere, independent of the
size of e. Thus no restrictions on the bare mass due to
size arise. This is in contrast to the situation in the usual
Schwarzschild solution (even in the isotropic frame)
where one regards m as the basic parameter and must
require m&e in order to avoid singularities. The usual
restriction on the mass is due to a singularity in the
coordinate system and is not in the geometry. (That
the Schwarzschild singularity is spurious has, of course,
previously been noted' from the exterior solution
alone. ) A relation does exist between m and the source
parameters mp, e, and e which is manifestly coordinate
invariant in the point limit and actually has an in-
variant significance for extended bodies as well. It is
also seen that the solution in the canonical frame is
static only in the point limit (e=O), where it represents
a stable classical charged particle.
2. ANALYSIS OF SOURCE TERMS
The generally covariant Lagrangian governing the
Einstein-Maxwell point charge system has previously
been shown (V) to reduce to the form'
2= s'&r)sg "+(—6' )r)sA .
+p~ p;(t)(dx'(t)/dt)8'(r r(t)) NA ' iV;R—' (2.1)—
where
Bs=——g& sR—g-l(-', n' —~"~,")
+-'g &Lb'h;+6l'(8;$+Qg P(r —r(t))
XLrnp'+ (p,—eA r) (p' —eA' )J (2.2a)
' M. Kruskal (unpublished); and C. Fronsdal, Phys. Rev. 116,
778 (1959).
'All tensors and covariant operations are three-dimensional
unless specified by a superscript "4",g'&' being the matrix inverse
of g;; and "~" indicating the covariant derivative with respect to
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8'—=—2pr'~'( —g'~ p;pgh"(a'
—Qg (P' —eA'r)b'(r —r(t)).
The notation is as follows:
(2.2b)
mp J~po(r t)d r ++lao, (2 5)
It might be noted that the initial shape of pp may be
specified arbitrarily by specifying the initial positions
of the particles. Thereafter, the dynamical equations
determine pp uniquely, and in such a way that mp re-
mains constant.
For our initial value problem, the relevant field
equation (So=0) arises from varying S. Since we are
interested in a pure particle initial state with no field
excitations or particle momenta present, we shall set
P;, A,r and 8'r to zero at t=0. As was shown in V, the
vanishing of the free gravitational modes may now be
achieved by choosing a metric of the form g,;=+'(r)5;,
(isotropic coordinate conditions) and setting pr"=0.
The Einstein equation, Do=0, reduces to (in the
neutral case)
g' '~= —gX~'X= po(r). (2.6)
To compare with the standard form of the Einstein
equations, we note that Eq. (2.6) is 2g&G~~=g&T~~
where 6„,—=4E„,—~2g„, 4E. The "star" index signifies
g;; (not g„,). The totally antisymmetric symbols e;;p=e'&~ 0, ~I
are three-tensor densities of weight —1 and +1, respectively.
~. .
—( 4g)4[4+0, , g. , 4+o gran J
8'=—P' is the electric 6eld density, 3; the vector
potential, p;(t) and x"'(t) are the canonical coordinates of
a particle, X=—(—'g") '* E,= 'gp; a—nd S'=p" Ak
is the magnetic field. The superscript "T"appearing in
the above means the Qat space transverse part of the
vector (e g , . A;=A, r+A, z, V Ar=O=V)&A~). The
symbol m stands for +;;g'& and 'R is the curvature scalar
formed from g,;. In Eq. (2.2) 8'= 8'r+8'~, where the
longitudinal part of the electric field, 8~, is the solution
of the Maxwell constraint equation
c"z,,=+~ ep(r —r(t)). (2 3)
The form of the Lagrangian (2.1) shows immediately
that the parameter mp is the bare mass of a particle,
i.e.
,
in the Rat space limit, 2 reduces to the usual
Lagrangian describing a system of charges with bare
masses mo. The P~ in the Lagrangian denotes sum-
mation over the point charges. Although we are pri-
marily interested in dealing with only one point
particle, the "dust" of many particles is a useful way
of representing a single extended particle. In this way
the dynamics of the inner structure is correctly treated.
The primary quantity that will appear in our later
equations is
pp(r, t) =Qg mpb'(r —r(t)). (2.4)
We will use the bare mass density pp(r, t), in the con-
tinuous limit, to describe an extended particle of
mass mp.
contraction with the unit normal to the space-like
surface, e.g., 2'++=n„n"TI'„. For the t=const space-like
surface, n„= ( —X, 0, 0, 0). With incoherent matter, the
conventional source term used for the interior Schwarzs-
child solution is
T"v=pool"N. ) (2.7)
where I& is the velocity field and p« is the proper
rest-mass density. Hence, for a Quid initially at rest
(N, =O), one has u„=n„and
Tgg =ppp.
Comparison with Eq. (2.6) gives
po= poog =pop&'.
Consequently, the bare mass fgo is given by
(2.8)
(2.9)
f
mp= pp (r)d'r =, p ppg&d'r = tpoop'd'r. (2.10)
We consider the usual case of a matter sphere with
constant ppp and radius e. Hence —SXV'x is ppg( for
r(e and zero for r&t.. The solution of this equation
then takes the form'
x=a/(b'+r')'
y= 1+m/(32prr), r) o
poo = 24bo/a4,
(2.11a)
(2.11b)
(2.11c)
where the constant m is the total mass of the system.
The mass, along with the constants a and b, is to be
determined by the requirement of continuity on x and
dy/dr at r= p. One finds
a'= (1+M/p)'p'/M, b'= p'/M, (2.12)
poo=24Mp '(1+M/o) '
where M=m//32m, while Eq. (2.10) relates m to mp and
e. Since we are ultimately interested in a point particle,
we examine these relations for small e. Equations
(2.10) and (2.12) yield (to within numerical factors)
m- (m V)'" a- (mo'p')"' (2.13)b- (eo/mo)'~', poo-mo '.
Note also that m (po/ppp)"'. Thus to obtain a finite
total mass, ppp must vanish as c'. Physically, however,
the bare mass mp is to be taken independent of
showing again' that m vanishes for the point particle.
The relation between m, mp and e is coordinate in-
dependent since e may be expressed invariantly in
terms of the proper length of the particle's circum-
ference. The spatial metric is everywhere nonsingular
and no limitation on m of the form m&e is therefore
encountered. With the model employed here, that of a
uniform spherical distribution of bare mass, the total
mass vanishes more rapidly ( p't') than with a shell
distribution, ' where m e&. Et is physically clear that
the shell should provide an upper limit in this respect,
since in this case the extent of cancellation of the bare
mass by gravitational self-interaction is least.
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x'= —p (1/V') (2rr+ 7"orL)
x'= g;——,' (1/P) g, ;.
(3»)
(3.1b)
For our purposes, a differentiated form of Eqs. (3.1)
is more relevant. If one expresses the right-hand sides
in terms of 2r" and g,;, one finds (retaining the summa-
tion convention for all repeated indices)
m"=0 (3.2a)
(3.2b)
In order to maintain these conditions in time, E and S;
must be chosen appropriately. Thus, taking the time
derivatives of Eqs. (3.2) and using the field equations
to eliminate Box'& and Bog;;, one obtains four equations
independent of time derivatives to determine E and S;.
The field equations obtained from varying the
Lagrangian of Eq. (2.1) with respect to 2r" and g;; read
&og,,= 2Ng ~(2r;;—-'2g;,2r)+1V;(,+1V, (;, (3.3a)
32Ii 1
'
— Ng1(3Ri J 1g i I 3R)+1Ng 1g i I(IIm n 2I 12I2)
2Ng &(2I' Ir &' 22—rn' I)+—g&(N~'& ——g"—N~m'( )
+p(2I"N ) i —N'i 2I ' N'i 2I"i t+ 2NV' "—-
(3.3b)
where the matter stress-tensor V '& is
Our analysis relating the standard "proper mass
density" to the bare mass was performed in isotropic
coordinates. A corresponding attempt in Schwarzschild
coordinates cannot be carried out, due to the singular
nature of this frame. Here Eq. (2.6) reads
a'/a r+r 2(1 a'—) =poo, r & 3 (2.14)
where a—=g„, and a'= da/dr—. The interior solution is
(again with a uniform distribution)
a(r) = (1—r'/R') —', (2.15)
where R'=6/poo. The relation of poo to the bare mass
is obtained from Eq. (2.10):
m =o12 R2I{—(3/R) [1—3'/R']&+sin '(3/R) }, (2.16)
while the total mass' is m=(42r/3)pooo3. For a fixed
value of mo, there is 23o solution for poo=poo(o, mo)
possible if o &mo/62I . This difhculty expresses, in
terms of the bare parameters, the unsuitability of the
Schwarzschild coordinate system for describing point
particles.
3. REGULARITY OF THE CANONICAL FRAME
We turn now to the determination of the remaining
components, go„, of the metric in the canonical frame.
For this purpose we employ the appropriate field
equations to determine Ã and E;. The canonical
coordinate conditions read, in the notation of V:
Fortunately, the initial conditions and coordinate
conditions for our problem reduce these equations to
quite simple form. These are 2r"= O'7=A'r=P;=0 and
g;;=pe;;. At the initial time, Eq. (3.3a) then reduces to
Bog;,=N;),+N; ~,. (3.4a)
Taking the time derivative of Eq. (3.2b), one obtains a
homogeneous equation for S; which has the solution
N;(r, 0) =0.
The relevant component of Eq. (3.3b) is now just
(3.5)
g, 3R (r)+1X—2gmL gmL
reduce Eq. (3.4b) further to
8 (x28~) = ,'liiI{x 2-8'Lh'L+po},
(3.6)
(3 &)
where h'L is determined by V 8L= (e/mo)po. With the
initial mass and charge distribution chosen to be a
"shell" of radius e.
po(r) = mob(r —3)/(42rr2), (3.8)
8L is zero for r&o and equals —(e/4r)V(1/r) for
r& e. Also, since the source terms vanish for r(e, both
x and 1V are constant in the interior (i.e., N(r) =N(o)
for r & 3). The exterior equation for N becomes
(y2X2) (y2X2jP)I —4e2N y) (3.9)
where N'= dN/dr and t—he spherical symmetry of the
problem has been utilized. Here x' takes on the known
exterior form' x'= (1+M/r)' —(e/r)' (M—=m/322r and
e=—
~
e~/162r), with M2+oM —(Moo+e2) =0. In terms of
the radial coordinate 0 defined according to
dr/do = (rx)'/(2e) =—L(r+M)' —e~j/2e, (3.10)
Eq. (3.9) becomes d'N/do'=N. With the usual bound-
ary conditions that i7 —+ 1 as r ~~, one finds
or
N=Ae + (1—A)e
r+M e-r+M+e
N=A +(1—A)
r+M+e r+M —e
(3.11a)
(3.1ib)
The constant 3 is determined by the matching condi-
tion at r=e. Thus, the jump discontinuity in r'z'E'
—=dN/do gives rise to the 8(r o) term in Eq—. (3.7):
Ld (lnN)/do j„,= 2Mo, Mo= mo/322r —(3 12)
ii iVg)(3Rii igii 3R)+p'(Ni~~ giiN[m( )
+1Ng—$(giigmLgnLg giLgiL) (3 4b)
The coordinate condition (3.2a), the isotropic form of
g;; and the constraint equation
b'(r r(t))(p' eA—' ) (p—& eA' )— —
XLmo2+(Pm —eA r)(P eA r)j '—*
+g )t lgij(@mal +(pm(g )
—(8'8+@'e )j.
This gives
A = Li+ (1—Mo/e) (1+Mo/e) ' exp2o, g—', (3.13)
(3.3c) where o,= (o), ,
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E= (1+2M/r) —', (3.16a)
x2 =1+2M/r, (3.16b)
which are the form of the standard static Reissner-
Nordstrom solution with M=e.
The solution corresponding to a neutral particle may
be obtained from the abpve results by carefully limiting
e to zero t or by direct solution of Eq. (3.7)].One finds
N= 1—2Mpfi+2MO/(&+M)j '/(r+M), r~& e (3.17)
and X(r)=E(e) for r(e The rest o.f the metric is
given from x = 1+M/r, where M'+ eM —eMO =0.
Again there are no singularities in g„„for any e and Mo,
in contrast to the standard isotropic form of the
Schwarzschild solution. For a finite e, the solution is
again not static. In the limit e—+0, one finds E—+1 and
y—&1 since the mass M of the neutral point particle
vanishes.
4. DISCUSSION
We have examined here the relation between matter
sources and the interior solution to which they give
6 See, for example, C. W. Misner and I. A. Wheeler, Ann. Phys.
2, 592 (&957).
Our main interest in the solution (3.11), (3.13) for
E resides in the question of whether it introduces a
singularity into the metric (as does the S for the usual
isotropic Reissner-Nordstrom case'). We therefore
check whether E=O or lV=~ can occur. The constant
interior solution is, of course, well behaved. The
condition that Ã= 0 for r& e would imply that
exp2 (o —0.,) = (Mo/e —1) (Mo/e+1) '. (3.14)
Since dr/do. )0 Drom Eq. (3.10)$, it follows that
o (r) &0(e) for r&~ e. One can easily see, therefore, that
no solution of Eq. (3.14) can exist for any values of
Mz and e. From Eq. (3.11b), E can equal infinity only
when r=e —M~& e. However,
e—M = —',e+e—(e'+Moo+ 4 e') '( 2-e. (3.15)
Thus the fell metric, g, , and go„, is everywhere eom-
siegetar initially. The dynamica, l equations (3.3)
guarantee that this property is maintained for a
finite time.
For finite t., our solution is not static. Physically, this
corresponds to the fact that an initial distribution of
electrically charged dust is not stable. (There is a special
case, Mo= e, which implies 3f=e, and consequent
cancellation of electrostatic and gravitational forces,
where a static solution for arbitrary e exists. ) In the
limit of a point particle, one has Jjt/I=e, independent
of Mo Lby Eq. (3.15)$ and therefore a static situation.
Thus, the inclusion of gravitation leads to the existence
of a stable classical point charge without the intro-
duction of any external cohesive forces. In the point
limit, Ã becomes
rise for spherically symmetric cases. The sources were
considered to be built up from a "dust" of particles.
For both neutral and charged sources, the full initial
metric g„„was found, in the canonical coordinate
frame, to be everywhere nonsingular, independent of
the size of the system and its bare mass and charge.
This is in contrast with the Schwarzschild type of
singularity appearing in the usual coordinate systems.
In the course of the derivation, the relation between the
standard "proper rest-mass density" and the bare
mass (i.e., the mass the particle possesses when all its
couplings are removed), was brought out. In our
discussion, no external pressure terms were considered
in the source stress-tensor. Such terms (for a perfect
fluid) do not affect the calculation of the spatial metric
g;; and hence the relation between mt) and the total
mass. However, since a-pressure term summarizes the
presence of other forces (not being treated dynamically),
these forces would contribute to the clothing of the
original mechanical mass and hence the parameter mo
would now represent this original mechanical mass plus
the clothing due to the forces giving rise to the pressure
term.
Since no pressure has been introduced, our initial
distributions of matter and charge are not, in general,
stable, and hence our solution are not static for arbi-
trary size of the distributions. However, for the point
charge (where m = 2
~
e
~
independent of mo) our solution
is indeed static, the gravitational forces having counter-
acted the repulsive electrostatic self-forces. The
conservation requirement on the total stress tensor
TI'" implies that T'&,;=—T",0=0 for the static case,
where T'&' are the total system's spatial stresses. Thus,
in the notation of the orthogonal decomposition, ' T'~'
reduces to P"= T"rr+ T"~. Spherical symmetry
means that T'~~~ vanishes, since no preferred transverse
direction can be distinguished. Hence, T'~ has at most
one independent component which may be taken as
T". For our static point solutions, T" (as calculated
from either the Landau-Lifshitz or Einstein pseudo-
tensors) vanishes everywhere for arbitrary mo and e. In
the rest frame, then, T&"=p8&'8"' where J'd'r p=~, the
clothed mass. In a moving system, therefore, Tl""
=pu&u". The vanishing of T'& in the rest frame, there-
fore, is necessary so that the structure of the total
stress tensor be that of a particle of renormalized
mass m. LThis requirement. is stronger than the usual
one that P&= J'd'r T'& transform like the energy-
momentum of a particle. '$ Thus the point charge is a
completely stable object, without any ad hoc pressure
terms required, and its mass is completely determined
by its field interactions.
'The standard static Reissner-Nordstrom solution has T"&0
but fd'r T"=0. Thus it obeys the weaker condition on I' t' but
its total stress-tensor is not that of a particle, This is due to the
presence of the phenomenology ca/ pressure terms which were
needed there to stabilize the particle.
